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Episode Three



Pippa and Geoff feel that they are suffering at the hands of the Purvis' incompetence. The electrics are blown, their house robbed while they are out at dinner, and they fear that their daughter is being taken advantage of by Simon.

While Trevor is on his first date with Clare, Nick sets Trevor up by planting the Marriott's stolen goods in the back of their transit van, which Trevor has turned into a love nest - but was Clare involved? Simon and Joe are cleared of the robbery, but Trevor is thrown into jail.

Meanwhile, Joe is falling for Viv. They share an explosive night together but the moment is ruined when Viv suggests that they bring her ex-husband in to help with the plans for the school.
Quest roles:
John Bowler(DCI Terry Blaine)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
15 November 1999, 00:00
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